Critical Path Issues
Protocol and Rationale

• Blocking progress on documents
• Other issues need to be sorted out, but don’t affect basic structure or decisions
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Rationale – Critical Path 1

• (R.1) Keep or drop document
  – If drop, process for identifying material to retain elsewhere
  – If keep, how hard to try to separate normative text (R.2)

• (R.8) Context registry update procedures
  – Interacts with Protocol doc (now) and Tables update procedures
Rationale – Critical Path 2

• (R.27, P.6) Policy statements about zone administrators
• (R.24, P.12) Local Mapping/Preprocessing
  – What to say, where, and how strongly
Protocol – Critical Path 1

• (P.2, P.3) Format of contextual rules table
  – Appendix A (single regex, compact) or
  – Appendix B (sequential rules, more page space)
  – Table will end up in Tables regardless unless there are objections RSN

• (P.8) Validation of A-labels

• (P.16) Version numbers for Contextual Rule registry
Protocol – Critical Path 2

• (P.4) Whole domain checking for bidi
  – Or just single-labels
  – Really a bidi issue